2002 kia minivan

We bought our Sedona in and have put over , miles on it. It is very reliable and comfortable. We
get about 14 mpg in city and 24 on hiway. We read the reviews before we bought, and knew that
certain things would break, and they did, and they were covered by the warranty. Kia put
stronger versions of those parts on vans sold later in the year, so if you're buying a used one,
look at the MFG date and get one built later in the year. Example: transmission and engine
mounts, and sun roof cable. When ours broke, we discovered they had changed the spec to
different, stronger ones. It is totally unsafe as it will just 'turn off' in the middle of drivinganywhere. Not good for what most buy as a 'family' car. Left my wife and kids stranded 3 times
and me several times as well. My mechanic is stumped. Rust Bucket too. The sliding door
handle fell off and there are other small hardware issues. I cannot in good conscience sell this
to another party based on what I know. Bottom line- KIA's reliability just plain sucks!! Enough
said. We bought our Sedona new in It was a daily driver while the kids were in car seats, now
it's our road-trip and weekend car. We bought one of the first ones that came off the boat, and it
had all the problems the reviewers said it would have. The good news is, when those faulty
parts failed it was covered under warranty and they were replaced with improved parts. I was
pleased that Kia had redesigned the faulty parts not all auto makers do this , and we have had
zero problems with the replacement parts. We had thought we would buy a new er van, but after
looking at the options, we decided to keep the old one a while longer. It's that good! We got this
van new, and after 11 years and over K miles an update is in order. This van was new to this
country in 02, and there were a number of issues. Ours was one of the ones built earlier in the
year, and we had the expected issues come up, but they replaced all the faulty bits with the
improved ones, and no problems with those parts since. We have driven this van all over the US
and it has performed like a champ. We initially got this van to fit kids in car seats, and now use
it mostly for family outings and road trips. The original engine and transmission are still going
strong. This van has been a great value. Non stop problems, poorly made everything is cheapy
parts! Engine mounts, power steering hose, pistons wrong. Brakes are cheap, heater and ac are
weak. Transmission issues. Wow I really really regret buying this car and kept thinking this
would be the last repair. It never stops! The doors rust and rot so they don't slide right. Then the
rear hatch struts that hold up the back door don't work and no after market parts fit. Problems
with spark plugs, and the design of the car make repairs very costly because they have to pull
out all the parts to get to the parts. Such a disaster please don't consider buying one no matter
how cheap you see it for sale locally! Fuel sensors went bad Popular searches. My notifications
My Account. More about the Sedona. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for
sale. Filter by: All ratings 5 stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Best van out there! Bad
Experience. Items per page:. Write a review See all Sedonas for sale. Sponsored cars related to
the Sedona. Sign Up. Minivans are a necessary evil in life. The Sedona proves that there needn't
be salt in the wound by providing this affordable, well-rounded package. Anyone with kids
knows that, like 'em or not, minivans rule when it comes to versatility and convenience. The
minivan's status as the ultimate family-hauler has made this segment one of the most hotly
contested markets in the industry. However, outfitting your ride with a few options raises its
premium, forcing you to decide whether your family gets a new car or new shoes for the year.
Enter the all-new Kia Sedona. The Sedona is powered by a 3. Although slow compared to some
of its competitors, its smooth, quiet power delivery should suffice for those whose commutes
mostly involve traveling through a school zone. There's seating for seven on both trim levels,
with the base LX getting a second-row bench seat, while the EX gets individual captain's chairs.
All second- and third-row seats in the Sedona can be adjusted fore and aft, reclined or
completely removed for a total of cubic feet of cargo space. Unfortunately, this seat does not
fold into the floor like in the Odyssey and MPV. EX models feature an eight-way power
adjustable driver seat with power lumbar support and a four-way adjustable power passenger
seat. Exterior upgrades on EX models include body-color mirrors and door handles, fog lamps,
bright aluminum wheels and a body-colored roof rack. The Sedona's extensive standard feature
list results in few available options. ABS brakes are an option on all Sedonas. LX models can be
upgraded with the CD stereo and body-color roof rack, which come standard on the EX, as well
as a rear spoiler. EX buyers can choose to add full leather upholstery, a sunroof, two-tone
interior trim, the HomeLink garage door opening system and a rear spoiler. Kia's cost-cutting
measures are apparent in absent features like side airbags and traction control. Another
missing element is a disappearing third-row seat. Also absent are power-sliding doors, although
the Sedona's manual doors are extremely light and easy to open and close. And few can claim
excellent crash test scores like the Sedona's -- it has earned a five-star rating in all five NHTSA
categories and did so without side airbags or stability control. Sure, there are more powerful,
better-equipped minivans out there, but you won't find a less expensive, more crash-worthy
one. The Honda Odyssey, for instance, is so popular that even after three years on the market,

there are still waiting lists full of customers willing to pay sticker price or above just to get one.
Great for Honda, but not so great for young families who need a minivan but can't afford the
Odyssey's often inflated price. Of course, any automaker can build an inexpensive minivan.
Kia's goal is to offer a low-priced minivan that still offers all the features that buyers have come
to expect. Take one look at the Sedona's standard equipment list, and it's plain to see that Kia
stuck to its goal of providing maximum value. All Sedonas come standard with a 3. That's
equivalent to the Odyssey's engine in size but with slightly less power than the Honda's ponies.
The transmission is an electronically controlled five-speed automatic, a first in the minivan
segment. Kia engineers liked the idea of providing a wider range of gearing that would deliver
strong acceleration at slower speeds and still provide a tall overdrive gear for quiet and efficient
highway cruising. EPA mileage estimates are 15 in the city and 20 on the highway. Exterior
upgrades on EX models include body-color mirrors and door handles, fog lamps, bright
aluminum wheels and a body-color roof rack. Attention to detail is evident throughout the cabin
as the Sedona is absolutely littered with storage compartments, power outlets and cupholders.
There are dual gloveboxes, a felt-lined storage compartment on top of the dashboard, multiple
door bins and even a pullout storage compartment underneath the front passenger seat. There
are power outlets in the dash, third-row seating, cargo area and no fewer than eight cupholders
12 on EX models. Reading lights and grab handles are also standard for all outboard
passengers in the second and third rows. During our introductory test-drive, we found the
Sedona to be a comfortable and quiet cruiser with very little road, engine or wind noise. We
were a little disappointed in the off-the-line performance of the V6 engine, but once underway
there was adequate passing power, and the delivery was noticeably smooth. The
rack-and-pinion steering provided a solid feel for the road, but it might seem a little heavy for
those used to the overly boosted systems typical in many minivans. The front seats sit high for
an excellent view of the road, and the extensive power adjustments on the EX model made
finding a comfortable position easy. The dash-mounted transmission lever looks a bit odd, but
for overall convenience and ease of use, it's hard to beat. More praise goes to the overall design
and look of the Sedona's dashboard controls. With four simple dials controlling all the climate
control functions and a well-placed radio with large, easy-to-read buttons, the Sedona's dash
design is one of the best setups we've seen in any minivan regardless of price. Not all was
perfect in the Sedona, however. Certain features that we found indispensable during our recent
minivan comparison test were noticeably absent. For starters, side airbags are not an option,
although Kia representatives said that they are confident that the Sedona will receive five-star
ratings in all categories when it is eventually crash-tested by the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration. Sure, the Sedona's seats are removable, but with a typical seat weighing
from 40 to 50 pounds, the thought of having to drag one out and store it somewhere just to get a
little extra room will cause most moms not to bother, significantly reducing the seats' true
functionality. Also absent are power sliding doors, although we found the Sedona's manual
doors extremely light and easy to open and close. Other notable features available on other
minivans but not on the Sedona: a reverse sensing system, an on-board entertainment system,
traction control, a navigation system, rear audio controls, integrated child seats and stability
control. All in all, we would have to say that our first drive of Kia's first minivan left us
impressed. It combines a nicely styled exterior, V6 power and a well-designed interior with
seven-passenger seating and plenty of standard features. Factor in the Sedona's extremely low
sticker price and extensive warranty protection, and it's hard to imagine the Sedona becoming
anything but a big success for Kia. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Kia Sedona Minivan. Is it better to lease or buy
a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Kia lease specials Check out Kia Sedona lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Missing some key minivan features, engine could use more power.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the Sedona for sale
near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Kia joins the minivan rumble with the introduction

of the Sedona, the lowest-priced minivan in America. Upscale EX models get a CD player,
interior wood trim and power front seats. All Sedonas benefit from Kia's impressive Long Haul
Warranty with drivetrain protection for 10 years or , miles. Read more. Write a review See all
reviews. We bought our Sedona in and have put over , miles on it. It is very reliable and
comfortable. We get about 14 mpg in city and 24 on hiway. We read the reviews before we
bought, and knew that certain things would break, and they did, and they were covered by the
warranty. Kia put stronger versions of those parts on vans sold later in the year, so if you're
buying a used one, look at the MFG date and get one built later in the year. Example:
transmission and engine mounts, and sun roof cable. When ours broke, we discovered they had
changed the spec to different, stronger ones. Read less. Bad Experience. It is totally unsafe as it
will just 'turn off' in the middle of driving- anywhere. Not good for what most buy as a 'family'
car. Left my wife and kids stranded 3 times and me several times as well. My mechanic is
stumped. Rust Bucket too. The sliding door handle fell off and there are other small hardware
issues. I cannot in good conscience sell this to another party based on what I know. Bottom
line- KIA's reliability just plain sucks!! Enough said. We bought our Sedona new in It was a daily
driver while the kids were in car seats, now it's our road-trip and weekend car. We bought one
of the first ones that came off the boat, and it had all the problems the reviewers said it would
have. The good news is, when those faulty parts failed it was covered under warranty and they
were replaced with improved parts. I was pleased that Kia had redesigned the faulty parts not all
auto makers do this , and we have had zero problems with the replacement parts. We had
thought we would buy a new er van, but after looking at the options, we decided to keep the old
one a while longer. It's that good! We got this van new, and after 11 years and over K miles an
update is in order. This van was new to this country in 02, and there were a number of issues.
Ours was one of the ones built earlier in the year, and we had the expected issues come up, but
they replaced all the faulty bits with the improved ones, and no problems with those parts since.
We have driven this van all over the US and it has performed like a champ. We initially got this
van to fit kids in car seats, and now use it mostly for family outings and road trips. The original
engine and transmission are still going strong. This van has been a great value. See all reviews
of the Used Kia Sedona Minivan. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test
Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores.
People who viewed this also viewed 4 average Rating out of 13 reviews. Sponsored cars related
to the Sedona. Sign Up. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been
stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls.
For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and
has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that
has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of
used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In
addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their
customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records,
CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including
government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships,
insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has
collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price
was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

